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Some people believe famous people’s support towards international aid 

organizations draws the attention to problems, while others think celebrities make 

the problems less important. Discuss both views and give your opinion. 

Disasters that happen in various places throughout the world and endanger 

people’s lives can be alleviated by international organizations’ aid and support. 

Well-known people trying to can contribute to such centers can by attracting 

ordinary people’s attention to these events, however, some people think they these 

people only reduce decrease/undermine the significance of global problems. 

The advocates of celebrities’ support maintain that they famous people can act as 

role models for people , and  their involvement in international aid activities 

persuades individuals to participate join in these organs to help the those people in 

need. The fans of celebrities’ audience expect them to show their concerns for the 

victims of in disasters such as floods, earthquakes, or famine, and a great many of 

their fans follow their lead and offer their voluntary services or funds. Thus, 

famous people’s actions directly influences the amount of help which is 

contributed by people to these organs. 

On the other hand, the opponents of celebrities’ presence/participation in 

mitigating international disasters believe that most majority of them famous people 

only think about their own fame and interest rather than helping 

underprivileged/disadvantaged nationspeople. Traveling to remote locations where 

poor nations individuals/people have become victims of disastrous incidents, many 

celebrities keep publishing pictures and selfies of themselves with local disaster 

stricken people and the landscapes. Consequently, instead of paying attention to 

the real needs of those in trouble, people are only concerned with following the 

celebrities and reacting to their photos and videos. 

To sum up, although some famous individuals might seek for more popularity 

through helping aid organizations, I believe that their presence as role models for 

many can attract contributions from ordinary people and can have a positive 

sympathetic effect on the public. 
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You have improved noticeably. 

Good logical reasons, though your limited collocations and non-native language 

restricted your ability to express them. 

Good response to a both view question. 

You need to improve cohesion, pronouns and referencing 

Read many samples and notice the way they put ideas into words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


